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	Enterprise Architecture is seldom simplistic enough to be built on a single technology - it generally encompasses a wide array of technologies, including SOA, Identity Management, Business Intelligence, Performance Management, Web 2.0, Content Management, BPM, Distributed caching, Data Integration, and Application Server.


	What are the key business drivers where you need mix of multiple technologies? What are the best practices (organizational as well as architectural) to meet enterprise needs? How do other organizations approach enterprise challenges that transcend technology and product boundaries? IT Leaders, CIOs, Enterprise Architects are searching for proof-points.


	This book is an attempt to answer these questions by illustrating ten unique enterprise solution patterns to solve business needs in 3 specific areas: process improvement, business visibility and collaboration & security. Each chapter will introduce a new pattern, along with an architectural overview of a real-world customer solution developed with Oracle Fusion Middleware.


	What you will learn from this book


	Approach


	This book is a compilation of ten real-world case studies, originally published on Oracle Technology Network, and shows how to design and develop business processes efficiently. Throughout the book the authors discuss the revolutionary solutions that are behind the changing face of enterprises.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is aimed at Architects and IT managers involved in the design, implementation, and integration of composite applications and end-to-end business processes.

	
		Examine the key building blocks of Enterprise 2.0 architectures and then outline important integration considerations.
	
		Align IT with business processes that benefit from process-driven SOA development
	
		Create a unified platform for fast, flexible data analysis by integrating relational and multi-dimensional data.
	
		Combine SOA and BI to build intelligent processes with insight-driven agility.
	
		Inject high performance into data services by using data-tier caching for SOA performance.
	
		Bring about change without developing code for application extensions and integrations.
	
		Provide next generation integrated real-time intelligence using Oracle WebCenter, Oracle Coherence, and Oracle Business Activity Monitoring.
	
		Build an automated reporting platform with SOA and Oracle Business Intelligence Publisher.
	
		Govern business demands and requirements by building agile applications using Fusion Development and Oracle Enterprise Architecture Principles.
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Podcasting For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
New tools have made it easier to create a podcast. The second edition of Podcasting For Dummies shows you how you can create and distribute your own online recordings using tools you already have. This edition also covers what you need to build a top-notch podcasting studio. Expert podcasters Tee Morris and Evo Terra are joined on this edition by a...
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Compact and Broadband Microstrip AntennasJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	In order to meet the miniaturization requirements of portable communication equipment, researchers have given much attention recently to compact microstrip antennas. Many related compact designs with broadband dual-frequency operation, dualpolarized radiation, circularly polarized radiation, and enhanced antenna gain have been reported. Many...
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Monitoring Water Quality: Pollution Assessment, Analysis, and RemediationElsevier Limited, 2013

	Monitoring Water Quality is a practical assessment of one of the most pressing growth and sustainability issues in the developed and developing worlds: water quality. Over the last 10 years, improved laboratory techniques have led to the discovery of microbial and viral contaminants, pharmaceuticals, and endocrine disruptors in our...
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Tivoli and Websphere Application Server on Z/OS (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2004
IBM WebSphere Application Server has grown to be a successful application server platform. With IBM WebSphere Application Server on z/OS, the preferred application server platform gains the benefits of capacity and robustness from the mainframe legacy. It also gains access to data and transactions residing on z/OS subsystems such as DB2 and...
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Human Factors and Voice Interactive Systems (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2007
Human Factors and Voice Interactive Systems, Second Edition provides in-depth information on current topics of major interest to speech application developers,  and updates material from chapters that appeared in the previous edition.
The first nine chapters of the book cover issues related to interactive voice response systems,...
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Solaris SecurityPrentice Hall, 1999
At last, a security book just for Solaris and UNIX(r) system administrators. Learn
the specifics for making your system secure, whether it's an organization-wide
network or a standalone workstation. Expert author Peter Gregory has managed
security for everything from top-secret corporate research facilities to casinos.
...
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